Gregorc Style Test Definitions:
objective - undistorted by emotion or personal bias; based on observable phenomena
evaluative - to ascertain or fix the value or worth of; to examine and judge carefully; expressing an attitude or value judgment
sensitive - being susceptible to the attitudes, feelings, or circumstances of others; able to feel or perceive
intuitive - obtained through intuition rather than from reasoning or observation; spontaneously prompted by a natural tendency
perfectionist - a person who is displeased by anything that does not meet very high standards
research - systematic investigation to establish facts; a search for knowledge
colorful - characterized by rich variety; vividly distinctive
risk taker - someone who risks loss or injury in the hope of gain or excitement
solid - morally admirable; not soft or yielding to pressure
quality - of superior grade; a degree or grade of excellence or worth
nonjudgmental - refraining from making judgments especially ones based on personal opinions or standards
insightful - exhibiting insight or clear and deep perception
practical - concerned with actual use or practice; guided by practical experience and observation rather than theory
rational - having its source in or being guided by the intellect (rather than experience or emotion); consistent with or based on
using reason
lively - characterized by energetic activity; filled with events or activity; full of life and energy
perceptive - having or showing sensitive insight
careful with detail - exercising caution or showing care or attention
ideas - opinions, convictions, or principles; plans, schemes, or methods
aware - having or showing knowledge, understanding, realization, or perception
creative - promoting construction or creation; having the ability or power to create
thorough - painstakingly careful and accurate; exhaustively complete
logical - characterized by clear and sound reasoning based on known statements, events, or conditions
spontaneous - happening or arising without apparent external cause; done without having been planned or written in advance
trouble shooter - able to locate and fix sources of trouble
realistic - expressing awareness of things as they really are; representing what is real; not abstract or ideal
referential - referring or pointing to something else for judgement
empathy - understanding and entering into another's feelings
innovative - being or producing something like nothing done or experienced or created before; ahead of the times
ordered - having a systematic arrangement; marked by system or regularity or discipline
proof - any factual evidence that helps to establish the truth of something; the act of validating
attuned - aware and responsive; adjusted to be appropriate or brought into harmony
multi-solutions - find a variety of unique solutions to everyday challenges
persistent - never-ceasing; refusing to give up or let go
analytical - relating to or using analysis or logical reasoning
aesthetic - concerned with beauty or the appreciation of beauty
experimenting - trying new concepts or ways of doing things
product oriented - focused on creating a top quality finished product
judge - able to estimate worth or quality; form a critical opinion of
person oriented - geared toward working with and being around other people
practical dreamer - one who has ideas or conceives projects regarded as possible and practical

